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CUNY Chancellor 
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Plastic Locks Plays the Ritz: 
Reggae Music, No 
Longer Jah's Music? Statement Of Cuny Chancellor 
Robert J. Kibbee In Response 
To The 1982-83 New York State 
Executive Budget 
The cuts proposed for the City University 
of New York in the State's Executive 
Budget for 1982-83 pose the most serious 
threat to CUNY's financial stability since 
the City's fi scal crisis of the mid-1970's. 
The personnel cut of $9 million -
representing 469 full -time position - can-
not be accomodated without severe damage 
to the instit ut ion's academic program. The 
sums proposed to cover inflation fall $12 
million short of what will be required simp-
ly to meet the increased costs of energy, 
supplies and wage settlement s. And 
nowhere is there recognition of the universi-
ty' s urgent need for budget relief in such 
vital areas as the replacement of obsolete 
equipment, computers, student services, 
building maintenance and campus security. 
This is a retrenchment budget, a 
destabilizing budget, a destruct ive budget. 
In thi~ context of these cuts into the bone 
and muscle of the University, the Executive 
budget' s additional call for an across-the 
board tuition increase of 16 percent is in-
credible. In effect, it asks our students -
most of whom are of low or modest income 
and face serious cuts in federal tuition 
assistance from the Reagan Administration 
- to pay more and get less. This is educa-
tionally indefensible, socially inhumane and 
economically short -sighted. 
For the community colleges, where fun -
ding responsiblity is divided between State 
and City, the State's share will slip once 
again. Given the precarious fi scal situation 
of the City of New York, thi s can only 
mean serious additional financial strain 
upon these institutions. 
On the capital side of this budget, there 
has been minor progress - especially in the 
approval of a long-awaited new building for 
Medgar Evers College and renovations at 
City College and Hostos Community Col-
lege. But here too important areas have 
been neglected, including high priority 
facilities projects at York College, CUNY 
Tech and Bronx Community College. 
In all, the budget proposed for CUNY 
threatens a dismal reversal of the gains 
achieved painstaki ilgly by the Legislature 
and the Executive over the past five years. 
We intend to fight it. 
·Is Your Curriculum Right 
for You? 
by Theresa C. Davis 
Did you ever wonder if your present cur-
riculum is really right for you? 
Did you ever wish for an opportunity to 
experience first-hand all that is involved in 
your chosen fields? 
Then the Cooperative Education Pro-
gram is your answer. 
The Cooperative Education Internship 
Program is a six-month on the job training 
program which enables students to gain ex-
perience in a particular field. By enrolling in 
this program the student will also better 
understand all that is involved in their 
chosen curriculum, thus answering the 
question is this what I really want for life. 
Accounting, Audio-Visual, Technology, 
Data Processing, Market Management, and 
Sales, Paralegal Studies, Secretarial Studies 
and Technology (Lab Options) are a few of 
curriculum that are included in the pro-
gram . More areas of studies are now being 
offered in addition to the ones mentioned 
previously . 
Registration of (CWE) 33, a four credi t 
course is required before entering the In -
ternship program and (CWE) 31 a two 
credit course are offered to students in ex-
ceptional cases. Permission is needed 
however, for someone who wishes to take 
more than eight credits. 
Also prior to taking the Cooperative 
Education Program, students must attend a 
Career Workshop . There they will learn 
helpful skills such as: resume writing, inter-
view techniques, job-search techniques and 
employee-employer relations. 
Upon entering the program, all students 
are required to attend Internship Seminars. 
This fifteen hours session is given in the 
evenings during the semester. It is there that 
any problems or questions that are job 
related are discussed by all. This also gives 
the students a chance to share their ex-
perience with other interns . 
The program is opened to all 
matriculated students who has accumulated 
thirty credits and have an index of at least 
2.0. Paralegal Studies Students must have 
complete fourty-five or more credits. The 
final grade will be determined by your job 
coordinator upon the evaluation of your 
employer in relations to how well you are 




Financial Aid Applications For '83 can 
now be picked up at The Financial Aid Of-
fice Loew Hall Room 106. 
Available forms are : CSAF, work stud y, 
SEOG , NDSL and Nursing Loans and 
Scholarships. 
Pell Grants: formerly BEOG and TAP . 
Remember to mail and return forms early 
to prevent delay in receiving your financial 
aid . 
Habte Se/assie outside the Ritz on March 25th. 
by Guy Lindo 
I love hearing r~ggae music, but 
somehow it seems better at home. Either at 
home in my apartment here in New York or 
at home in Jamaica. 
Whenever reggae acts such as Third 
World appear at locations as the Ritz on 
II th St. in the Village as on March 25, 1982, 
chaos ensues. 
Slated to start at II p.m. the show does 
not get under way until way past midnight. 
Why all the confusion? 
Patrons have been gathering since 9:30 
on what has turned into a cold and damp 
evening. In front of the theatre the crowd 
grows larger as no progress towards the 
door seems eminent. As is customary at 
Jamaican concerts of thi s nature guests and 
admirers congregate waiting to see friends . 
Tonight however, some are in for a rude 
awakening. Paying customers are bodily 
evicted . Does one wonder (dares one?) why 
only rastafarian brethren receive this type 
of treatment? 
It is way past 12:00 o'clock and finally 
the doors have opened for the II o'clock 
show . The crowd surges with the decorum 
of a herd of stampeding bulls. Sisters clutch 
their partners as all make a mad dash to the 
entrance . This is entertainment? 
Fights break out. One patron still clut -
ching hi s ticket stub is being evicted . Fists 
flail and blood flows. He is cut above the 
eye and shoved outside as fair skinned 
blonde haired "lovers of Reggae" are 
ushered inside as Guests of the manage-
ment. 
THIS lS REGGAE MUSIC. The healing 
of the nation. 
Meanwhile outside members of the press 
and invited guests jostle one another to see 
if their name appears on the guest list. No 
such list exists you are then told. This is 
after being told earlier that should your 
name be appearing on this "list" then one 
should join a line which stretched for three 
blocks. A 3 1!2 hour wait. 
No press! No press? I wonder who gives 
these guys their publicity? I think though 
that this only applies to the BLACK press. 
Certainly no white person had difficulty 
getting into the Ritz tonight. 
Outside I meet HABTE SELASSIE col-
umnist for BIG RED and radio host on 
WBAI. He too was faring no better than 
your average gate crasher . 
Meanwhile inside Third World is turning 
out the house . Do these artists know that 
probably their most avid fans are being 
"Scalped," (by the nefarious ticket scalpers 
that gather at all such occasions) and sutill 
receiving beatings on the head from the 
same whi te men we are supposed to be 
"chanting down." Maybe, Maybe not. 
All I know is that those of us who sec 
. members of such groups, that manage to 
keep such a healthy distance from their 
fans, see them usually as opportunists. 
Now let us remember that it is us the buy-
ing public that support s these artists, then, 
should we boycott their product they 
should change their ways. 
What is strangest is that it is us the black 
people, us the rasta farians who have been 
fighting to gain respectability for ou r 
music, then when these performers appear 
in town prices are beyond the reach of the 
average person. This to keep out the "RIFF 
RAFF" (sic. DREADS). 
continued on page 8 
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A MAN LIKE YOU NATURE 
by Claribel Almodovar by Samuel B. Coppedge Jr. 
A man like you 
so difficult to find, 
and now that I've found you 
I can't make you mine. 
When I think of your kisses 
so sweet and divine, 
Your image of love 
once again appears on my mind. 
Oh, baby .. . you're so different 
you're just so out'ta sight! 
I look forward to being with you 
on those tender school nights. 
A man like you 
so gentle, so fine!! 
So full of love 
yet none will be mine. 
A man like you 
with so much ambition, 
I'll love you and respect you 
until your final decision! 
When a man like you makes love 
it's so passionate, gentle, and profound, 
That it leaves longing for more 
even when you're not around. 
Oh, what great agony 
I must say what I feel! 
for although it is forbidden 
this feeling is real. 
I'm in love with a man 
and that man is you! 
I swear this is true for .. . 
I would only love a man like you!!! 
For nature is such a wonderful thing, 
To behold it all, and to hear it sing, 
For nature presents its elegant sights, 
Its heavens, its spheres, its splendid 
twilights. 
For nature's the birds, the insects, the 
bees, 
The rains, the rocks, the animals, the 
seas. 
For nature's the fields, so luxuriant with 
wheat, 
The sun so aloft, with its radiant hot 
heat. 
For nature's the timbers, which bears 
tneir own fruit, 
The soil, a seed, which starts with a root. 
For nature's the waters, so deep, and so 
bold, 
For nature's a human, so young, yet so 
old. 
YOUR DIFFERENT For nature's the sound of an infant 
crying, by Claribel Almodovar 
Yes different you are 
from all the others I've met, 
And having been in your arms 
is something I won't forget. 
We are both so very different 
yet in so many ways the same, 
We both have long lasting ties 
and neither one of us plays games. 
I've never been in love 
for that•s not something just anyone 
can teach, 
But nevertheless that's not what 
I'm looking for 
that' s not a goal I really want to reach. 
A PRAYER 
I Man 
Original: by Teddy R. Lyn 
So prophecy has fulfill an 
Revelations has been proven. 
Lord JAH is the almighty 
Come, let us pray for sanity 
For judgement a come 
Are you ready? 
Men hath destroyed through so called 
progresion 
Never realizing it was only 
transgression 
Now we see that JAH is de only way 
Hurry my brothers and sisters let us pray. 
For judgement a come 
Are you ready? 
Hath they not destroy de prophet 
Marcus Garvey 
Is dat not proof or can't we all see. 
They are unrighteous war mongers 
Destroying us with their greed of vanity. 
But judgement a come 
Are you ready? 
Did you think for one minute 
Oat revelations would not come true 
If you did it might be too late for you 
Hurry, hurry gather up your thoughts 
JAH is the only way I tell you 
Judgement a come 
Are you ready? 
Our father is Mount Zion 
Fearful is thy name 
Thy day shall come 
Forgive f of I transgressions 
As I forgive others 
Ouide I not in the paths of unholiness 
But protect I from evil 
Annoint I head with knowledge and 
understanding 
That I may teach reverence 
It shall be done on creation 
As in I fathers pavalion 
For I trust in JAH 
For thne is the power and 
the glory 
For all eternity. 
I never needed anyone 
to be constantly close to me, 
Suddenly you're part of my dreams 
and in your arms is where I would 
like to be. 
I remember your gentle look 
I forget that you're a stranger, 
I can't erase your tender kiss 
and refuse to think of all the danger. 
I find that I tremble 
when I recollect your touch, 
So mild, so soft .. ... . 
I've never experienced anything as such! 
I Announcement I 
STUDENT 
CREDIT 
Ever wish that while traveling, vacation-
ing, or maybe just for emergencies, you 
could have a national credit card? 
Well, now-YOU CAN-obtain a 
MasterCard or VISA while still in school, no 
co-signer required. 
We have established a division to ex-
clusively handle the credit needs of college 
students ... freshman, sophomores, juniors, 
and seniors . . . so you can enjoy the conve-
niences of credit NOW, and have your credit 
established for your professional life, and 
after graduation. 
On a 3 x 5 card, print your name and com-
plete address. (Enclose $2.00 for postage 
and handling.) Send to: 
Creative Credit International 
Collegiate Credit Division 
Suite 303- Penn Lincoln Bldg. 
789 Penn Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221 
For nature's another, and another dying. 
For nature made w_oman, and man her 
master. 
Made the eagle swift, but the falcon 
much faster. 
For nature is healthy, and shares in all 
sorrow, 
For nature is wealthy, and lives on 
tomorrow. 
For nature's the waters, so deep, and so 
bold, 
For nature's a story, ever to be told. 
OH WELL, THAT'S THE WAY 
LOVE TURNS 
Ow well, that's the way love turns; 
When my body aches, but my heart 
yearns, 
Yearns for love only you can give; 
The only love for which I live. 
You and I, here and there, 
'Cause the distance has us filled with 
despair. 
A journey we take to reach the top 
So that our love won't ever stop. 
But can we do it? Will we ever touch? 
'Cause I need my Amar very much. 
Oh well, that's the way love turns; 
We can't make love but my body still 
burns, 
My body burns, ooom, you've turned on 
my fire, 
And then, yes the.n, my desire reaches just 
. a little higher 
Like magic one morning when I awaken 
It will by my Amar, in person, I'm not 
mistaken. 
But then I wake up, it's that dream again; 
I seem to have it every now and then. 
But that's a lie, I do each night, 
I don't mind, it's quite alright; 
'Cause it's 2:30a.m. and I just turne don 
the light, 
To write you this poem and say "GOOD 
NIGHT." 
I sealed this poem; with a kiss and a hug 
To my star,' Amar, the one I love. 
W.B.C.C. Presents 
~~Adventures In Poetry" 
A new show exhibiting 
the works of the campus community 
LISTEN FOR THE PROGRAM 
. THE COMMUNICATOR 
by Ras Asher 
I'VE SEEN YOU THERE 
AND YOU HAVE SEEN ME HERE 
AT TIMES I CAN SEE 
IN YOUR EYES YOU CARE 
I KNOW NOT WHY 
WHEN WE SEE EACH OTHER 
THE POWER OF SPEECH IS LOST 
MAYBE WE JUST DONT BOTHER 
TO SPEAK TO ONE ANOTHER 
I'VE SEN YOU THERE 
AND YOU HAVE SEEN ME HERE 
I KNOW OF MANY THINGS WE 
COULD SHARE 
IF ONLY WE COULD BRIDGE 
THE GAP OF FEAR 
OH, HOW WE PRETEND 
NOT TO SEE 
CHOOSE NOT TO SPEAK 
WHEN WE REALLY ARE WEAK 
SO CLOSE AND YET SO FAR 
THAT IS WHERE WE ARE 
FOR ME YOU COULD CARE 
WITH YOU TIMES I COULD SHARE 
BUT NEVER WILL WE MEET 
IF WE CHOOSE NEVER TO SPEAK. 
CAN YOU DO THAT FOR ME? 
by Theresa C. Davis 
Can you say that I'm the one that you 
adore? 
Can you do that for me? 
Can you say that no one else matters 
to you? 
Can you do that for me? 
Can you say that you'll move heaven and 
earth to be near me? 
Can you say that you don't care who 
whispers about us? 
No you can't and still I must continue 
to keep thing in prospective 
Although you can't do these things for me 
I must do this for you. 
SOMETIMES . . . . 
by Francine LanR 
Sometimes I feel like you're never coming 
home. 
Too many days pass when I'm so alone. 
Sometimes 1 need to hold you close-
But my image of you is a faraway ghost. 
Sometimes at night I think of you, 
Unfortunately, there's nothing we can do. 
Sometimes I feel as if our wait is only 
going to last a little while; 
I guess it's the misconception of a lonely 
child. 
Sometimes I see you, feel you, hold you, 
but you're not really there. 
Just my fantasy in our crazy love affair. 
Sometimes I know our separation is 
alright. 
But damn it gets lonely, by myself, here 
at night. 
Sometimes I can see you when I close my 
eyes, 
Your gentle hands run across my breasts 
· and thighs. 
Sometimes it doesn't bother me that 
you're so far away; 
But unfortunately I don 't feel like that 
today. 
Sometimes I can almost feel the fire 
It's my heart, turning with desire -
Sometimes I can just rarely see your face, 
But damn, how I wish you weren't in that 
place. 
Sometimes I think of you and my heart 
jumps to the roof. 
But know, it's all times. I love .you -and 
that's the truth. 
.THE COMMUNICATOR 
We, the student body population of 
Medgar Evers College believe that we are 
being denied a quality level of education as 
the result of an insentive and inadequate 
administration. As specified in the Medgar 
Evers College Catalog, we hold the Presi-
dent, Richard D. Trent, accountable for ef-
forts to , "conserve and enhance the educa-
tional standards of the college under his 
jurisdiction." As "general superintendent" 
of faculty, staff and students, we have re-
quested an audience with President Trent to 
address the issues at hand . On March II, 
1982, President Trent declined an invitation 
to address the student body in an effort to 
clarify certain issues. On March II, 1982, 
the student body designed and issued a 
10-Point Program as a list of demands, for 
which President Trent is held accountable. 
Again, he declined the request to address 
the student body. 
As a result of the aforementioned in-
cidents, and President's Trent failure to ad-
dress the student population, the Student 
Government Association and the student 
population issue the following list of con-
cerns for which we declare President Trent 
accountable: 
1. Administration's failure to address the 
needs of the students (i.e. poor ad-
ministrative process, no day care ser-
vices, poor/ sub-standard building con-
ditions, inadequate security). 
2. Inadequate recruiting and community 
relations, which has resulted in the 
deterioration of the college's image and 
reputation. 
3. Inadequate service for the college's night 
students. 
4 . Inadequate academic achievement and 
recognition programs for the students of 
Medgar Evers College. 
· 5. Violations of student's rights by ad-





by Craig Williams 
Lead singer guitarist Greg Kihn and his 
band, with help from producer MATTHEW 
KING KAUFMAN , have put together a very 
hot album . All four songs feature strong 
forceful percussions accompanied by 
drums. The be.at is so strong it will make 
your pulse pound, and the floor rumber. 
"THE BREAKUP SONG" starts Jhe 
album jumping as well as presenting Gregs' 
lyrics in a ROD STEW ART manner, (very 
raw and throaty) . In this song the guitars are 
more in line with rock rather than in other 
selections. KIHN repeatedly sings "They 
Don't Write Them (songs) Like That 
Anymore." My favorite "CAN'T STOP 
HURTING MYSELF" is a little slower than 
other cuts but nevertheless will arouse your 
senses. Heard is rauchy guitar playing; 
which rock and roll lovers will adore . 
The band docs very nice backup ~ing ing 
on "Can ' t Stop Hurting Myself." The song 
is about a per\on who keep\ making the 
same mistakes over again . As a result he ' s 
hurting with pain from his mistakes. The cut 
you are most likely to sing along with is 
"THE GIRL MOST LIKELY ." The'lyrics 
are catchy and exciting. This selection deals 
with a girl most likely not to succeed in what 
ever she attempts. The album was performed 
live.· Jt should do ver.y well •n recmd salos..' . 
6. The harassment and dismissal of 
valuable staff and faculty members. 
As a result of President Trent's failure to 
address the student body and clarify the 
aforementioned issues, the student body 
population has issued a list of demands to 
President Trent requesting immediate rec-
tification of these matters. 
Prof. Canty responds: 
My first thought .was to not respond at al 
to Mr. Handy's article for it is, on its face 
trumped-up nonsense. Certainly, I will no 
waste the reader's time attempting to refute 
such outrageously silly accusations. 
L'drue Handy is well-known on this cam-
pus as an agitator and mischief-maker . In 
fact, the petition Mr. Handy refers to was, 
in reality, written by him. Indeed, it has 
been reported to me by one student that he 
was pressured into signing and, knowing 
Handy as I do, I suspect many otheres were 
also strongly influenced. Finally, it should 
be noted that t-fandy has, for years, attemp-
ted to exert I pressure on the Office of 
Audiovisual Services to obtain use of color 
video equipment for frivolous purposed. 
Obviously, he's at it again! 
PENN RELAYS 
REVIEW 
by Claude Bryan 
It was another successful year for the 
Jamaican High School teams at the Penn 
Relays as the West Indian ambassadors turn-
ed in record breaking performances. 
Vere Technical girls team won the 4 x 100 
in a record breaking 46.25 while their 4 x 400 
team returned 3:47.21 for second. Claren-
don College girls won the 4 x 800 in 9:09.0. 
In the High School Boys section Claren-
don captured the 4 x 800 in a record break-
ing 7:42.0. Calabar High won the sprint 
relay in 41 .37 defeating Camperdown the 
defending champions who finished second 
without the services of l.poy Reid (one of 
the fastest schoolboy sprinter in the world 
this year). Calabar 4 x 400 ran a disappoin-
ting fourth after posting the event's fastest 
time in the heats. 
In the field events L. Briscoe (Clar) led a 
Jamaican sweep in the Triple Jump and A. 
Lawrence took the silver medal in the Long 
Jump. 
The Collegiate division at the Penn Relays 
was as usual a showcase for some of the 
world's best athletes. Goergetown's upset 
victory over Villanova the Iauer's first in six-
teen years, was one of the meets most thrill-
ing. ·John Marshall of Villanova was voted 
the meet top male performer following 
smashing runs while anchoring his team to 
victory in the 4 x 800 and the sprint medley, 
in which they set an NCAA record . 
The women were not to be outdone as the 
see-saw battle between Florida State and 
Tennessee provided spectators with their 
"money' s worth". Thi s battle was 
highlighted by Tennessee's Joetta Clark's 
(2:01.1) 800 meter anchor-leg as she had to 
overcome a 40 m deficit to bring the 
"Tigerbelles" home in front. 
While the Jamaicans enjoyed success, one 
.is left to wonder where was Bronx C. C.!! 
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B.C.C. Forensic Society: 
TOP NOTCH 
by Keva Margetson 
Who ever said a Community College 
could not hold its own amidst American Ivy 
League institutions? 
The Forensic Society of BCC has most 
definitely disproved this notion, and is now 
indeed, a force to reckon with in such 
elevated circles. 
Parliamentary-sty1e, or off-topic, 
debating is the na(ure of this club's ac-
tivities, and it has taken members to tour-
naments in neighboring states as well as to 
Toronto and Montreal, Canada. 
A topic, (or resolution) is presented to the 
opposing team in any round of a debate . The 
government - the team arguing in favor of 
the topic - has ten minutes in which to 
prepare a logical case before the Speaker 
calls the House - the debaters and other 
judges- to order. Both sides then proceed 
to present alternate logical, witty arguments 
and counter arguments on the resolution. 
the Speaker and judges then decide which 
team argued more persuasively and clearly, 
and therefore won. 
No previous experience in debating is 
necessaty, as present members of the Society 
will attest. Alexis Malpica, Audrey Hylton, 
Rebecca Cherry, Keva Margetson, and 
The African Caribbean Student 
Assoc. Annual Cultural Festival 
FRIDAY, MAY 21 
Showtime 6-12 
featuring MONYAKA 





Show and Dance 
May 7th 
STUDENT HOSTS ... 
continued from page 9 
The floor was opened for discussion and 
somehow got away from the topic of stu-
dent elections. The main complaint was 
about the checking of I.D. cards and the 
manner in which the guards check them. 
Students seemed to feel that the checks are 
not justified or consistent and that the at-
titude of some of the guards does not help 
the situation. The only other issue touched 
upon was the non-involvement of ad-
ministrators and faculty and the 
unavailability of Dr. Brown. Prof. Skinner 
responded that "There are some committed 
faculty and administrators who help 
students and one should seek these people 
out. Dr. Brown is present at many of the 
students functions and has also given func-
tions of his own to which students have 
been invited." 
Of particular importance to students in 
the college Ombudsman, Professor Bernard 
Bates of the Department of Biology . One of 
his major responsibilities is to present the 
student's point of view to faculty, ad -
ministrators, and staff. 
The discussion closed wjth the agreement 
that the basic issues is more money and 
students need to work where and how to get 
it to improve security and other areas in 
need of help. 
Diane Williams were novices before being 
thrown to the wolves in the forensic area. 
There they faced such greats as Harvard, · 
Yale, Princeton, Columbia, among others, 
but these girls were not to be daunted by the 
Ivy League names. 
At the first tournament at Fordham 
University , the BCC team won three of its 
five debates . The University of Toronto 
tournament, the next event, saw the same 
team of Malpica and Margetson emerging 
victorious in four rounds out of five. In 
Montreal this semester the BCC pair again 
did well, winning three of six rounds. These-
cond team did not fare quite as well, but this 
was probably due to frequent changes in 
partners . 
Professor George Greenfield, faculty ad-
visor to the Society, is quite proud of his 
members, and is always seeking recruits . The 
club meets in his office, Tech II, 612, on 
Thursdays at 12:30, and all students are in-
vited to attend and discover what the club 
has to offer. 
Students, the Forensic Society is a truly 
dynamic organization. It promotes BCC at 
home and in Canada, and provides a 
marvelous opportunity for the development 
of logical and persuasive argument. · 
You need to get involved! 
The Student Council & I.O.C. 
will co-sponsor a 25th Silver 
Anniversary Spring Gala on May 
6, 1982 beginning at 12 PM in the 
afternoon. We will be providing 
cotton candy, popcorn, spin art 
games and balloons being given 
out by clowns. 
Cutbacks Now a 
Reality 
by Guy Lindo 
Since the announcement of cutbacks in 
aid and social programs, wide spread panic 
has abounded throughout the cities and 
campuses of the United States. 
Unfounded some may say while others 
can only speculate how long before they too 
are caught in the money crunch. Accompa-
nying these announcements are the ever 
present realities of the ri sing cost of books 
and tuition. For students such as those at 
Bronx Community College these costs are 
felts especially hard. Students who are also 
raising families and trying to make 
something of life are hard pressed to dole 
out the exorbitant sums of money required 
to pay for ones education. 
Something once thought to be a birth-
right. 
Were it possible to find jobs to support 
oneself then maybe this would be possible . 
Education is once again being placed in the 
realm of the unattainable . Only accessible 
to the rich and well to do. 
All this should come as no surprise to 
those who have been watching the times. 
The recent upsurge in racism which has 
once again become vogue is only a reflec-
tion of the underlying hatred for people of 
colour in this country. 
Students and society as a whole must 
repulse thi s tasteless and ignorant specter. 
Can. we not remember that society is not 
made up only of those who are in "power." 
Power, real power lies with the masses. It is 
we who elect and we who depose. 
Let us make use of what little oppor-
tunities are afforded those of us who are 
not well to do. Let us surpass the expecta-
tions of the fascists in power and make our 
voices heard. 
Your future depends on it. 
the 
COMMUNICATOR 
Women's Softball Getting 
Their Act Together 
by Junior Mena 
Softball is back with us again and yot:ng 
ladies have donned their uniforms. 
Women can do more than just be 
housewives, and pretty, some can actually 
play the game of softball. 
A fairly large group of enthusiastic 
women g!lthered in the gym for several 
tryouts; each demonstrating her ability as 
an athlete . 
Of course not every one made it. Only the 
best ones had the honor to be a member of 
the 1982 Broncos' Soft ball team. 
·The Broncos face a very competitive 
schedule. 
The 1982 Broncos' members are: 
Kim Ingram- last years M. V .P. She is a 
very good pitcher, and an outstanding 
short shop. 
left to right (standing) 
Janet Figuero - is the #I catcher who 
also bats well, if she hits the ball better she 
should be a key player for the Broncos. 
Elizabeth Rivas - has a years experience 
behind her . A good player. 
Glady Garcia - has a years experience 
also. A good player who will be playing out-
field and infield . 
lvetti Lanes - a freshman with potential 
to be an outstanding player. 
Pat Wilson - good player, should help 
the team. 
Cynthia Young 
Linettle Jones - outfielder 
Pat Caza - transfer student, will help 
defensively. 
Shorty Padilla - plays third base. 
Shani Baines - second base. 
Rafael Hall, Miguel Marquez, Jose, Pedro Blanco, Joe Stallworth, Keith Venzen, Eric 
l.~nch, Rafael (;uilamo, Allan Strong, hank Felix, Jesus Travieso, Gus Cinstantino 
left to right (Jtooping) 
Junior Mena, Hector Espinal, Quinton Pineda, Ramon l>evalle, Samuel Velez, l.uis 
A Iemar 
The Great Hope 
by Junior Mena 
Something is stimulating this years Bron-
cos . Besides the fact that they only had four 
practices, they have shown the potential to 
become one of the top rated teams this 
year . 
First the Broncos had only four brief 
workouts. They didn't have access to there 
home field. 
Secondly they started with the label of an 
underdog team, because of last years per-
formance . 
With all these inconveniences against the 
Bronco\, you would expect a bunch of un-
motivated athletes. But not in this case, 
these athletes arc erasing all those un-
favorable labels that were hung on them 
from the past. 
On March 23 and 24th, the Broncos had 
two practice games against a four year col-
lege named, City College at Harris field . 
Last year the Broncos lost tv.'o games 
against the same team, but this year they 
were motivated by the hunger of being 
respected by those who didn't believe in 
them, and the end result was two victories 
over the <oame four year college that beat 
them last year. 
In the first game the Broncos were losing 
nine to three in the fourth inning. They 
came up with seven runs in the last three in-
nings giving them the victory to their first 
game played this year. 
The next day the team looked as they 
have found the confidence needed to be a 
winning team. They jumped up in front 
right away, scoring three runs in the first in-
ning. The promising pitching held the op-
ponent scoreless until the seventh inning. 
The Broncos scored a total of eight runs, 
making the final score 8-3 . 
The Broncos showed more than the fact 
that they can beat a four year college, they 
showed that they have the confidence, 
hunger, and concentration needed to be a 
winning ball club. They also showed an ex-
plosive offensive power, and a defense 
which only needs a few corrections. 
No one knows what has really stimulated 
the 1982 Broncos, or do we? Maybe it's the 
presence of assistant coach Rafael Hall, 
who at one time was also a member of the 
Broncos. 
He is a young aggressive coach who 
dislikes to lose . His dedication , willingness 
and motivation have united the team. 
Assistant coach kafael Hall attended 
B.C. C. from 1976-1978. While attending he 
was a member of the Broncos' baseball 
team. He led the nation in hitting with an 
astonishing average of 681. He made the 
region's all American team, and was given a 
scholarship to St. Francis College. This 
man could possibly be the key factor in the 




Track Team Makes 
Strides to Progress 
by Junior Mena 
If you visit the gymasium, you should 
stop and wonder what is going on. You will 
see both men and women going up and 
down the steps, across the hall, over and 
over again. Well don't be amazed or jump 
to conclusions, its' just the Broncos track 
and field team getting in shape. 
Coach Hogg has developed a promising 
team. 
Clement frazier and Patrick Prosper have 
shown their outstanding athletic abilities . 
But there are several other outstanding 
athletes: 
In the sports you find Mitchell Eddy, An-
thony Harper and Alton Brisport. 
Marvin Bernard, James White will per-
form in the 440. 
Emmual Papakankis and Joey Carreras 
are involved in the longer distances. 
The women's Broncos track team are 
working hard to gain respect of a winnning 
team. 
The Broncos are constituted by the 
following: Evelyn Gomez, Felicia Douglas, 
Veaceane Morgan, Daphani Mais , Tony;;-'~ 
Peterson, Janet Burgess, Esta De Jesus, ' 
and Melody Ng. 
It would be most delightful to see the end 
result of Mr. Hoggs' program. L0ok and 
lister for the teams schedule and support 
your Broncos. 
Intramural Resu1t~s-------T-h-e-.-. F-al-co_n_s .-. -de-f-ea-te_d_b_o-th_t_h_e -.. -48 
by Junior Mena 
There is a new and exciting game which 
was introduced to B.C.C. 's intramural 
events on Thursday, March lith. This ac-
tion filled fast paced game is indoor 
Hockey. 
Indoor Hockey should be here to stay. 
The gathering of spectators was tremen-
dous. 
Table Tennis 
On Thursday, February 25th the annual 
intramural table tennis tournament par-
ticiption started. 
The response was so highly favorable, 
that it was necessary to turn away late com-
ers once the tournament got under way . 
The best match was between Hugh 
Johnson and Yat-Keung Yan. In this math 
the lead changed hands several times. 
The championship was decided on a best 
2 out of 3 game match. Yan defeated Jung-
woon 21-16 and 21-14. Yan, was born in 





points" (4-2) and the "Pick -ups" (4-0), giv-
ing them the first championship in this 
event. 
The top scorers for the "Falcons" were 
Billy Rivera and Luis Ortis. 
In their losing effort both goalies, Joe 
Carreras (48's) and Bob Gonzales (Pick-
ups) were outstanding. 
Hope to see you all out there next year, 
maybe your team can beat the FALCONS? 
Swimming 
On March 4th, an intramural swim meet 
was held with the following results. 
In the Men's lOOm free style and SOn free 
style, events Victor Nauarro was a double 
winner with times of I :06 and 25 seconds. 
Mike Williams was 2nd place in both events 
as well. 
In the Women\ 200m free style, the I st 
place finisher, Anita Jones recorded a time 
of 4: II, Melody Nf finished 2nd and Jean 
Niles 3rd. 
In the Women's 50m free, Melody Ng 
finished 1st this time in a time of 42 
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Don't Pass the Hashish, 
Please 
NOTRE DAME, IN . (CH)-" The Mid-
night Express" it wasn't, but for 19 Notre 
Dame students caught using hasish while 
overseas, it was a close enough call. They 
got off relatively easy: All 19 were dismiss-
ed from the university, but no crimina l 
charges have been filed. 
According to James Roemer, dean of 
student s, the matte r was fir st brought up by 
a uthorities from abroad . Some students 
stud ying in lnnsbruck and Angicrs were 
making widespread use of hasish, a nd it 
became a commonly known fact - both to 
people in the a reas where the student s lived, 
and to the authorities. 
Those a uthorities apparently approac hed 
Notre Dame officials, threatening to ta ke 
actio n unless the university did something. 
An investiga tion followed , which led to the 
19 dismissals. The investigation, Roemer 
adds, is by no means complete, and more 
a buses may be found . 
" There is a great deal of university con-
cern for drug abuse overstas for two 
reasons ," Roemer told The Observer, a stu-
dent newspaper serving Notre Dame and 
Saint Mary 's. "First is the fact that the 
universit y does not condone the illegal use 
of drugs , due to their harmful effects. Se-
cond, and maybe most importantly, 
because of the harsh penalties given to 
Americans caught with drugs overseas. " 
Roemer mentioned "The Midnight Ex-
press," a true account of an American stu-
dent who spent years in a brutal Turki sh jail 
for possession of hashish. "The possibility 
of such a fate happening to a Notre Dame 
student is very real, " he said. "The pro-
spects are fright ening." 
They're Saying on Campus 
"It seems like everyone is predicting the 
end of the world . 
" . .. I wi sh these doomsayers would find 
honest work instead of trying to scare us 
with their forecas ts . Like the boy wh o cried 
wolf, all these false alarms may keep us 
from knowing when the real doomsday ar-
rives . And I want to know. I want a chance 
to spend all my money, get drunk and 
watch everybody freak out. I also want 
enough time to catch a bus out of Muncie. I 
refuse to die in Muncie .-
" All the popular books and theories 
assume we will vanish in a flash of glory, 
but how do we know that when the end 
comes, we will di e in a big-time way? What 
if we are killed off by something really 
dumb? 
"Considering the past record of the 
human raice, this is probably how we will 
go. Maybe a new kind of bacteria that 
causes uncontrollable flatulence will be 
released into the atmosphere , and cause the 
entire human race to die of embar-
rassment .. . " 
-Column by Sam Stall in the Ball State U. 
Daily Ne ws. 
Are Students Being Charged 
DlegaiFees? 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CH)-Two 
members of Congress and a student group 
recently accused the Education Department 
of illegally charging students who apply for 
federal aid. _ 
In letters to Education Department 
Secretary Terrel Bell, Rep. William Ford of 
Michigan and Sen . Claiborne Pell of Rhode 
Island objected to an EO-requested change 
in aid application forms distributed by the 
College Scholarship Service (CSS) and the 
American College Testing Program (ACT) . 
Those forms, used by 750/o of all students 
applying for financial aid, used to indicate 
that students needn ' t pay the application 
fee if they were applying for federal aid on-
ly. That explanation was deleted by CSS 
and ACT at the request of ED, which in-
tended to distribute its own application 
forms to reduce costs. ED's forll}s have on-
ly recently been di stributed and haven't 
reached all areas, says Miriam Rosenberg of 
the National Coalition of Independent Col-
lege and Universit y Students (COPUS) , 




b~· Jackie Pegues 
Over 1600 participants from various col-
leges throughout the nat ion attended 
Howard Uni versity's II th Annual Com-
munications Conference late in February in 
Washington, D .C. Employment oppor-
tunities from 49 recruiter s for career 
counsefing and possible future vacancies 
were made available for those media 
students interested in applying . Through 
HUSC conferences nation-wide progress 
and financial benefits are explored in media, 
teaching and counseling fields . 
Student' s representing B.C.C. were 
Jackie Pegues, Guy Lindo, Peter Burnett 
and Lesly Lherrison. While attending con-
ference of this nature students have the op-
portunity of learning about networking -
(being able to meet media personnel for pre-
sent or future employment) - and it is 
through this process that various par -
ticipant s have been successful in venturing 
into their desired fields of occupation . 
HUSC's theme for 1982 was "The Future 
of Communications" A Battle for The 
Human Mind ." The seminars and lectures 
held covered the pertinence of ''the power of 
th e pen" and th e responsibilities of media 
personnel to their audiences. Also included 
were topics such as: Producing for Local 
Radio and Television; Young Black En-
trepreneurs in Communications; Careers in 
Health Communicati o ns; Minorities in 
Public Broadcasting-Financial Strategies; 
Portrait of Blacks in Third World Coun-
tries . Altogether there were over 50 separate 
seminars flvailable .-
In additjqn,. HUS<;:: :s ,ne)N;>p~p~r Th~ 
Hilltop, held a seminar, with panelists' who 
were the past 10 annual editors . In their 
seminar "Campus Editors", financial and 
operational difficulties and succ~sses that 
were worked out among the student s were 
examined . These media student s worked 
long and hard hours to operate effectively in 
their daily printing of the news. 
In addition to covering seminars, HUSC 
entertained their guests with a Fashion 
Show/ Disco (2/ 19), a Dinner/ Dance was 
the Administrator of Education of the 
University of Nairobi (Kenya). Her message 
was one of true concern for proper projec-
tion of the values and attitudes of basic 
human life. Student s _of communication 
were urged to use discretion with their "pen-
power" and to attempt to rectify misdirec-
tions whenever possible as the public is often 
hazardly affected by misprojections. 
B.C. C. sponsored half the costs incurred 
and the COMMUNICATOR wishes to ex-
press its appreciation to the Board of B.C.C. 
Inc., with special thanks to Ms. L. Bernal 
and Ms. P . Leslie for their patience and aid 
in the venture. 
result, an undetermined number of students 
have been forced to pay processing fees to 
apply for federal assistance . 
The House Postsecondary Education 
Subcommittee will be looking into the 
charges against ED, says an aide to its 
chairman, Rep . Paul Simon . COPUS says 
it will sue ED if it doesn't properly 
distribute its own forms, pay for students 
using CSS and ACT, and refund fee s 
already paid by students. 
Hear the One About the Prof 
Who ... 
LOS ANGELES, Calif. (CH)-Do you 
have a professor who's a real joke? 
In that case, he might qualify for Kim 
Friedman' s anthology . Friedman , a Univer-
sity of Ca lifornia-Los Angeles gradua te stu -
dent in folklore and mythology, is resear-
ching the humorous side of relations be-
tween students and professors. She' s 
soliciting anecdotes, jokes and stories from 
classmates, and teachers . A cultural an-
thropology devotee, Friedman says humor 
is a universal method of coping with tension 
- like that produced in serious academia. 
One would ~xpect a student joke an -
thology to poke particular fun at pro-
fessors, but Friedman shows the ability to 
laugh at herself. For example, how many 
graduate students does it take to screw in a 
light bulb? "Seven," she says . "One to 
write for the grant, two to do the research, 
two to hold the chair, one to screw it in and 
one to critique the whole mess." 
Cops Come Through for Social 
Outcast 
LANSING , Mich. (CH)-Who befriends 
the homeless and unhappy on campus? 
At Lansing Community College, it' s the 
Department of Public Safety. 
Two DPS officers were the only ones to 
extend a helping hand to an apparent social 
outcast recently . The young man, wearing 
shabby clothes, and a straggl y bea rd, 
hovered in a stairwell and ncar a campus 
building, sipping from a bottle wrapped in a 
brown paper bag. 
He was actually Michigan State Universi-
ty student Robin Ferri by: conducting a 
class experiment on how people react to de-
viants. The criminal justice major 
discovered that most students and faculty 
members ignored him, looking away quick-
ly when he came into view . But the two 
policement, di spatched by DPS Director 
Ron Rou sh , showed genuine concern for 
his polight. After realizing he wasn't 
dangerous, they checked him out for 
frostbite and other health concerns, listened 
to hi s story about losing hi s jo b at General 
Motors and even suggested ways of getting 
his life back on track . 
Both Ferriby and Roush, who had ap-
proved th e student' s experiment in ad-
vance, commended the reaction of the of-
ficers, who weren't let in on the secret. 
" They did an even better job than I thought 
they would, " says Rou sh . 
Ferriby says the experiment taught him a 
lot about the loneliness of vagrants. 
"Hopefully, when I become a police officer 
I can handle a similar situation like the two 
officers," he says. 
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Communicator Members Attend 
Conference at Howard Univ. on 
Portrayal of Blacks in 3rd World 
The Portrayal of Blacks in Third World 
Countries was the focus of one seminar 
held during the Howard University Com-
munications Conference at Washington , 
D.C. on Feb. 18 to 21. 
Invited s peakers from Ethopia, 
Palestine, Nigeria and Mexico offered their 
explanations of the manner in which Blacks 
were portrayed through the media in their 
countries. Chairperson was leila McDowell-
Coordinator, National Alliance of Third 
World Journalists. 
It is important to remember that some 
third world countries are still seeing "I 
Love Lucy" re-runs . 
The most interesting statement came 
from the Mexican representative Alberto 
Campillo who does not see any "portrayal" 
of blacks in their media . The point being 
made was a rather esoteric one. Being, that 
since the varieties of colour of skin in Mex-
ico is so varied then there was no way that 
the portrayal of Blacks in an y derogatory 
manner would hold any symboli sm for the 
Mexican people . 
Several members of the audience ques-
tioned the validity of this view, citing that 
the completeness of the brainwashing was 
this end result of blindness to prejudice por-
trayed in media . This point proved to be the 
most debated of the seminar. 
From Nigeria was a Mr. Kodoze who 
pointed out the differences between Blacks 
in American and Africa were simply 
highlighted simply to create division . As 
usual the divide and rule principles of pro-
paganda . In Nigeria he pointed out the de-
mand for black oriented programs was 
tremendous. Those programs which were 
being seen currently in which blacks are 
seen are currently the most popular. 
THE COMMUNICATOR 
by Guy Undo 
DO YOU HAVE SECURITY PRO-
-BLEMS? 
' In the past three months the Cafeteria in 
the Gould Student Center has been ro-bbed 
twice ' and grapevine reports of female 
molestation now seem commonplace. 
However, measures to safeguard the 
security of students have created more pro-
blems than they have solved. So far the in-
jured list includes one security guard and 
, several students of both sexes. 
How and way has the mere requirement 
of showing one's identification become a 
cause for embarrassment or severe injury? 
Some, j:>oint to the minimal requirements 
of dealing with the public that these guards 
meet. Obviously, however, it's imperative 
, that when one is placing one's sec.urity in 
the hands of others those others should be 
capable, and not abusive of their power. 
The safety of students should be the 
primary concern of those who are in the 
position to hire or contract these people. It 
probably is. But the best intentions often go 
awry. This is one of these times. 
The security department should awaken 
its staff to the virtues of curiosity. Treat 
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students and fayulty with courtesy and 
respect and it will be returned. 
The COMMUNICATOR will take every 
opportunity to remind students Of the need 
to secure themselves and their belongings. 
Cooperation is the key to the successful 
operation of any venture. Certainly people 
must maintain civility. 8 o'clock in the mor-
ning is not time to be faced with rude, inef-
ficient guards, or uncooperative students. 
We ourselves have often passed through 
these check points, and after being harassed 
about not having i.d., signed in used a 
Fraudulent student number and an illegible 
name. This is how secure we are. Where, 
you may wonder, are these guards when 
female students are being molested? When 
the cafeteria is being robbed? Where are 
they? As usual the horse comes after the 
. cart. We have once again closed the gate 
after the horses have escaped. Such is life. 
Always too late. 
In the meanshile fellow students we urge 
you to cooperate with the security person-
nel. The little trouble it takes to produce 
your identification may prove very helpful 
in preventing a lot of headaches. 
To the Editor: 
It is now 1982 and the racist forces of op-
pression are cementing their position and 
posturing towards war. Is it not your desire 
to participate in any unholy campaign? It is 
time for all Rastas to look towards their 
homeland. Let it be remembered, that all 
black people have the seed of Rastafari 
within them. Although, in some, the seed 
has yet to be germinated. 
Since our arrival on the shores of the 
United States the obnoxious realities of 
racism have been driven home. Faced with 
exclusion from certain environs and forced 
to accept leftovers life has taken on a sour · 
flavor. When thoughts turn to the 
homeland and the splendor and wealth of 
resources and culture of your people tears 
well in the eyes. 
It is hard to believe that there are those of 
us who have no desire to at least see the vast 
continent from which we were kidnapped. 
Time and time again people are heard 
criticising "Blacks" for being unable to 
contribute to the upkeep of a neighborhood 
or of the social welfare. But why should we 
not destroy what we see. We are denied free 
access to suburban communities and 
discriminated against. Why don't (can't) we 
live in the suburbs, why don't (can't) we af-
ford a good car without mortgaging away 
our lives? 
Because we are supposed to accept what 
scraps are thrown our way. We are suppos-
ed to be unable . to appreciate the good-
things of life. Blacks know no better they 
think . So .what do we say, MASH IT 
DOWN. 
If we have to live here and be unable to 
enjoy the fruits of our labor then MASH IT 
DOWN because all that you see here is the 
fruits of our labor. America has been built 
on the backs of blacks. 
Maybe when they see that they can no 
longer live off our sweat then maybe they . 
will want to send us home. People this is 
not our country. We were not born here, 
the weather is not even suited to us. We 
were simply brought here because we are a 
superior race. We were the only ones that 
can survive under any conditions. Our op-
pressors cannot even survice tbeir own 
diseases. From V.D. which these people 
contracted after one of them practice 
beastiality, to the common cold. 
HOw can we continue to live among 
these infiedls who care only for war. The 
idea of achieving peace is by building more 
bombs and bigger guns. Ever heard of the 
TRI-LATERAL COMMISSION. This is a 
group of these infidels who meet to set the 
policies for world economies. These men 
hold our lives in their hands. On this com-
mittee serves, GEORGE BUSH, ALEX-
ANDER HAIG, CASPER WEIN -
BERGER, AND RONALD REAGAN. All 
these men have vested interests in the sale of 
military hardware. Need we say more about 
why the drastic increase in the military 
budget? 
It makes no sense to many a Rasta why 
since we are the rightful heirs to a vast and 
bountiful continent such as AFRICA that 
we have these men dictating our fate. Are 
not' Africans capable of doing that. Why 
should the balance of world power lie solely 
in the hands of the Russians and 
Americans. It is from our continent that the 
raw materials comes to ' make their bombs 
and guns. 
We need no birth control. That is merely 
their plan to keep us as a minority. Why, 
they have as many children as they please. 
My people arise, wake up and live the 
time for making your own destiny is now. 
Let us drive the racists from South Africa 
once and for all and be finally independent 
_and free. All the education we get here must . 
be of some practical use. Is it enough to 




read by people · 
In the know! 
Letters to the Editor 
To the Editor: 
by George ~rdam 
Can. you make peace by spending billions 
on defense (offense?) and by providing 
arms to the governments of the Caribbean 
and Central America? 
This policy is being proposed by the 
Reagan Gang, Ronald Alexander, and 
Caspar. Lab led the "Caribbean Basin In-
itiative" with economic and militaristic aid 
~armarked for this troubled region . With 
this aid comes the hope for propping up the 
governments on friendly terms with the 
United States. The initators say it is wise 
and sound and sometimes go as far as say-
ing it is the only way to preserve the peace. 
However, there are skepticisms held by 
clear thinking people of the validity and 
motivation behind this plan. 
Strategically the plan has some justifica-
tion in the infamous "Domino theory." 
Morally, it fails to recognize the seriousness 
and fervor with which peasants fight their 
war. They fight with the same seriousness 
and fervor of other revolutionaries in 1774. 
The Caribbean Islands, the Greater An-
If- the Bomb Hits the Bronx lilies (Jamaica, Cuba, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic) and the Lesser An-
ti\\es (the, smaller of the Island nations 
within this archipelago OTenada, th Virg1n a single 1 megaton bomb (one of the 
Islands, Trinidad and Tabago, Barbados), ~~~~:-::::-~~~i;-;;cr-~s~m~a~l~le~st~th~e;rm~o:n~u~clear devices) fall at the 
have not experienced a territorial dispute An ad hoc committee of faculty and onx. 
between any two of its sovereign island na- students will conduct an exhibition and would kill approxima~~mQ_ 
tions. Yet we hear them being mentioned in engage in a program of activities during the in the Bronx either -instantly or within 1-2 
the same breath as the cancerous Central week of Apr;il 19 designed to heighten weeks, and leave the few people remaining 
American Republics. faculty and student awareness of the with severe burns, concussion, or radiation 
Latin America has been in a mess for a dangers of nucl~ar war. These activities will illness, without means of treatment. Special 
long time, and the poor peasants have born- be part of a nation-wide campaign on all video programs on the subject of the 
ed the brunt of the suffering in these na- college campuses throughout the nation nuclear arms race and its possible conse-
tions. A ruling aristocracy has controlled during the week, called Ground Zero week. quences will also be shown in the exhibition 
the capital, creating a continuing and grow- "Ground Zero" is the location on the in the lounge of Tech II. These programs 
ing peasant class. These peasants are now ground where the detonation of a nuclear will run continuously all day on Wednesday 
fed up and are willing to die for political weapon takes place. and Thursday, April 21 and 22. 
and economic quality. · The committee will distribute literature In addition a petition for an immediate 
The United States is supporting right- exposing the senselessness of a continuation nuclear freeze, based on a bill introduced 
wing and moderate dictators in their fight of the nuclear arms race and calling for an by Senator Edward Kennedy into the U.S. 
against the peasant guerrillas, and tries immediate freeze in the production, testing, Senate, will be circulated for student and 
justifying its actions by feeding the feeble and deployment of nuclear weapons, with faculty signatures. 
minds of its citizens rhetoric laced with adequate verification safeguards, by mutual Students wishing to help with the exhibit, 
demagoguery (Marxist, Communist, agreement between both the U.S.A. and the or interested in joining the committee which 
Castro ,' Soviet) to maintain their ferocious U.S.S.R. A . special map will also be may continue to work for a mutual nuclear 
appetite of being the superior military and distributed, developed by the committee freeze and nuclear disarmanent after 
economic power in the world . itself, which will show grat~l\ically ·and Ground Zero week, should· contact Dr. 
Do w,e , n~rc: ~t PC.C. ~l)OW , ~tt~r?. _ . . , " , , .~J'~IJl.~\i~ly, t.h~ eff~c-~ ?~ .-t~~ ?r~~~~ s,h?~ld N~~~a~· ~~~~e •. ' ~t.·e~t~ntion 6048: .. 
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Study in Washington, D.C. 1982 
Federal Forum Offered in 
Cooperation with the Univ. of Va. 
Presidential Classroom's Federal Forum 
program will be held in Washington, D.C., 
June 19-26 and July 10-17, 1982. Each one-
week Forum will include seminars spanning 
the three branches of government, the news 
media, the diplomatic community, 
business, labor, and other sources of 
"Power in Washington." Tuition, which 
includes accommodations at the new 
Capitol Smithsonian Holiday Inn in 
downtown Washington, D.C. is $400 for 
the week . 
The Federal Forum is offered in coopera-
tion with The University of Virginia, and 
participants have the option of enrolling in 
the program for three credits from the 
universi ty. The cost of three academic 
credits is $125 in addition to the tuition . 
The Federal Forum is open to students 
who have completed at least one year of 
college and graduate students, teachers, ad-
ministrators, and interested citizens. 
Seminar leaders at the 1981 Federal 
Forum included: The Honorable L. Bruce 
Dear Prof. Diallo: 
Laingen, former United States hostage in 
Iran; The Honorable Warren Rudman (R ., 
New Hampshire); The Honorable Louis 
Stokes (D., Ohio) His Excellency Arturo J. 
Cruz, former Ambassador of Nicaragua; 
James J. Kilpatrick and David Broder, syn-
dicated columnists. 
One 1981 Federal Forum paticipant from 
Fullerton College in California summarized 
the program: "The insights of 
speakers ... encouraged critical thinking. 
The firsthand experience observing politics 
at the national level was enlightening. Par-
ticipating in The Federal Forum class was 
exciting and challenging." 
Deadline for registration: May I, 1982 
For further information and registration 
form , please contact: 
Director of Admissions 
The Federal Forum 
P.O. Box 19084 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
(703) 527-8988 or 
(202) 638-2234 
We, the students of B.C.C. are deeply 
praying for your rapid recovery. 
We are somewhat lost without your 
strength and guidance. In view of the fact 
that thi s is African History Month, we are 




The New Beginning 
to expand, and want your help. BSCON · 
wasn't built on funding, but because of 
their rapid growth, money has become 
by Pam Hall necessary. THEY plan to give fund raising 
ON SEPTEMBER of 1981, a meeting events in order to make ends meet, 
was held by THE NATIONAL BLACK IN- however, this isn't stopping them. BSCON 
DEPENDENT POLITICAL PARTY, to wants every black student in the world to 
plan a student conference. DURING this know they exist. BSCON's meetings are 
conference a proposal of forming a black held each month at different colleges to 
student organization came about. THAT make plans on how to solve the problems 
organization today is called, BLACK STU- we have to face each day. 
DENT COMMUNICATION ORGANIZ- BASICALLY, BSCON is a group of 
lNG NETWORK, (BSCON). THE origina- black students united to help make things 
tors of BSCON are: MITZI VALSAINT, easier for all black students. IN BSCOI'('s 
WALTER KNOCKS, WILLIE TERRY. meetings, you wili find a comfortable at-
THE NETWORK was formed with the mosphere. THE members are warm peop.le 
hope of bringing black students together in who know exactly what's going on. At the 
a black liberty movmement. THE network closing of each session, they gather into a 
now has a total of one hundred and fifty circle where everyone holds hands to say a 
members. The Students in BSCON are few words about how each member new or 
from different colleges in NEW YORK CI- old, feels towards what has taken place. NO 
TY. BSCON wants you to know that as a ONE is ignored, in BSCON the intention is 
black student you are not alone. IT hopes to make you feel useful in every way! 
lllfiff:iiV·,::.:tffnarn:· " ~--· 
1 ,,, '• 
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Meeting Held on . CUNY BA/BS 
Program 
On Friday, March 5, a group of students 
from all the CUNY colleges, campus coor-
dinators, and seyeral Graduate Center ad-
ministrators met in the auditorium of the 
Graduate School and University Center. The 
focus of the meeting was to enable students 
enrolled in the CUNY Baccalaureate Pro-
gram to meet one another, hear fellow 
students discuss their work, and learn more 
about opportunities within the program . 
The group was addressed by President Pro-
shansky, Provost Waren and Dean Golds-
tein of the Graduate School and University 
Center as well as the central staff of th~ 
CUNY Baccalaureate Program. At a recep-
tion following the program, students had the 
opportunity to view a num ber of imaginative 
projects and demonstrations produced by 
their fellow CUNY Baccalaureate students . 
Jodging from the turnout of over 100 
students, the meeting was a success. 
While such student meetings are a relative-
ly new idea, the CUNY Baccalaureate Pro-
gram has been around for a while . In 1971, 
the Board of Higher Education established 
this .university-wide program to promote 
educational innovation. The program is 
designed to anable serious, highly-motivated 
students to design their own undergraduate 
degree programs of study in consultation 
with self-selected Faculty Committees. 
Students admitted to the·program must be 
able to demonstrate a strong academic 
background, the ability to work in an 
unstructured situation, and a clearly defined 
reason for seeking a degree outside the 
regular programs at the individual colleges. 
The CUNY Baccalaureate Program is ideal 
for those students who wish to pursue 
STUDENTS of the 80's! 
a historical task is upon you 
the future of the next 
generation may depend 
on what you do today 
STUDENT OF MEDGAR EVERS 
COLLEGE 
listen to the rhythm 
of the drums and stand 
firm in the commitment 
of the call 
(TREVOR BELMOSA Student M.E.D.) 
(paragraph taken from original poem) 
WE hear the drums that 
have been sounded, 
WE hear the rhythm you hear 
WE the members of THE INTERNA-
TIONAL AFRICAN STUDENTS 
UNION (TIASU) 
We know and understand the commitment 
of the call 
WE of TIASU stand firm with you 
Public Service 
Announcement 
If you're a young woman and heard in re-
cent news reports that your parents will be 
ftotified if you visit a clinic to get birth con-
trol, here's ~n important message: The pro· 
posed law you heard about is not yet in ef-
fect. Services at all of New York's Family 
Planning Clinics are still completely con-
fidential. No one will inform your parents if 
you are seeking birth control, or if you 
return to your clinic for a check-up or sup-
plies. If you need more information call 
your family planning clinic or the Planned 
Parenthood listed in your phone book. 
Rembers: Your clinic is still confidential, 
even if you're a teen. 
courses that are directly related to their 
career and educational goals, especially 
students studying either non-traditional or 
interdepartmental "major" not available 
elsewhere within the CUNY system. 
One major attraction of the program is 
that students may attend classes in any of the 
CUNY colleges while maintaining their 
matriculation at their home colleges. In ad-
dition, students are entitled .to earn up to 30 
credits for nonclassroom work for indepen-
dent study, field work, and life experience 
related to the area of concentration. 
A total of 120 credits is required to com-
plete the degree. A minimum of 22 credits 
must be earned at the junior/senior level in 
the "major". While freed of major-minor· 
and core distribution requirements at their 
original colleges, students are encouraged to 
take a broad liberal arts base and must earn 
at least 60 credits in liberal arts subjects. All 
students are required to complete at least 30 
credits within the program and maintain a 
minimum G.P.A. of 2.5 overall and in the 
"major" . Upon successful completion of 
the program, the student is awarded a degree 
from the City University of New York . 
To qualify for the CUNY BA/ BS pro-
gram, students need to be matriculated and 
to have earned at least 15 credits with a 
minimum of 2.5 Applicants must formulate 
an educationally valid course of study in the 
area of concentration and construct a Facul-
ty Committee of at least two members. For 
further information, contact the program's 
central office at the Graduate Center, Room 
1403, 33 West 42 Street. The phone number 
is 790-4558. The deadline for applications 
for Fall admission is June I. 
Sickle Cell on the 
Upswing · 
by Rebecca Lewis 
Sickle Cell Anemia is a blood disease -
found mostly among African peoples. • 
However, it may also affect people of (he 
Caribbean, Latin America, Mediterranean 
and Asian areas. SCA is not contagious, it 
is inherited. About I out of every 500 Black 
people in America has the disease and, I 
out of 12 hs the SC Trait. Those with Trait, 
which is a milder form of SCA may live 
completely normal lives and never have any 
ill effects except under rare or unusual cir-
cumstances. 
The disease causes the red blood cells to 
assume an elongated, crescent, or Sickle 
shape, and as blood flows through the veins 
or capillaries, the abnormal cells tend to 
clump or cause a "Log-Jam" which in-
hibits the flow of oxygen throughout the 
body. This condition precipitates a serious 
illness or "crisis" accompanied by ex-
cruciating pain that affects every part of the · 
body and may cause the sufferer to be 
hospitalized from I to 2 weeks or more, 
depending on the severity of ~he crisis. 
The disease is incurable at this time, but .;,; 
research efforts _are promising. Moreover, ·~.-.· 
there is no fully acceptable treatment for ~ 
SCA at this time, although transfusions, in- J 
!ravenous fluid, oral fluid and pain medica-
tion alleviates the crisis. 
Despite the high incidence of the disease 
among its primary victims, little is known 
and much less has been done about it. Until 
recently, the Black Community ahs been 
misinform.ed and unaware of the forms of 
SCA and SCA itself. 
I believe that education is the key to mak-
ing us cognizant of SCA. All Black and 
Hispanic people in the USA should be 
educated about the disease. Those who are 
found to have the trait or diseas should be 
counselled on the possible outcome of 
Child-bearing. This means that anyone with 
the trait or disease may pass it on to his/ner 
offspring. In the next issue, I will inform 
Y,q~ 0,!1, th~ ,types, ca~se~ and origins of 
$CA : , . ' ' . · • ''' 
I '• ' .. • I • ' ' • I ,. I '' ' ' • ~ J • I o • • ' • • ~ 
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THE COMMUNICATOR 
Ruiz to CUNY Grads: 
Serve Your Community 
by Austin S. Mansfield 
One of senator Ruiz' ideas for upgrading 
his district and the surrounding area is to 
urge alumni from various degree programs 
of CUNY colleges to go out into their com-
munities, meet with prospective store 
owners and exchange ideas, giving these 
future businessmen the benefit of their 
amassed knowledge. 
Professionals (doctors, accountant s, 
lawyers,) are urged to return to the com-
munities that they grew up in and practice 
there. 
Senator Ruiz feel s that these influences, 
plus allowing the people as a whole to the 
land they live and/ or work on would 
upgrade their communities, due to the fact 
that they would have a "stake" in the area. 
The Senator razzed any State or Federal 
" tax write-off" plans, stating that "tax 
write-offs" are useless if the business is los-
ing money or barely surviving, as is the 
cases in many instances; what is needed is a 
way to assure the new businessman that he 
will make a profit. Unfortunately, the state 
and Federal government have no such plan 
available, nor do they have any notion of 
how to make this novel idea of "no-risk 
capitalism" feasible. 
One plan backed by Sen. Ruiz is Mayor 
Koch's commuter tax program. According 
to this plan, non-residents of New York Ci-
ty who wor here would have to pay an addi-
tional tax (service charge, if you will) for 
services rendered by police, fire depts., and 
M.T.A. "After all, these services are pro-
vided for all people in the city, not only · 
residents"; yet, so far, city residents have 
been footing the bill while non-residents 
receive thse same services for free. The rate 
currently proposed approximates to forty-
two dollars per commuter annually (about 




by Rebecca Lewis & Ldrue Handy 
On March 18th, 1982, the students of 
CMV #96 reported to their TV class in 
Studio Projection room #2a . The classroom 
was closed by order of Prof. Donald Canty, 
head of A/V Dept. They then went to the 
TV Studio which was being set up for pro-
duction for other non-A/V Tech students, 
and was told personally by Prof. Canty that 
they were not supposed to be in the projec-
tion rooms or the TV studio. 
I, Ldrue Handy, an A/V Tech. Major, 
explained that we had a class at that time, 
but the projection room was locked. Prof. 
Canty then informed us that we were not 
supposed to be in the studio area, and told 
us to leave. 
After Prof. Larry Powell negotiated with 
Prof. Canty, he opened projection room B. 
Prof. Canty then recalled Prof. Powell and 
told him that we must leave. Prof. Powell 
in turn related the message to us, so we 
refused to leave. Prof. Powell then broke 
down and explained some of the problems 
between Prof. Canty and himself in regards 
to the class. 
We ask "Should the Grants Program get 
priority over the students"? Prof. Powell 
told us that because of the Grants Program 
here at BCC through the A/V Dept., that 
Prof. Canty doesn't want us down there . 
We students paid $105.00 for the CMV 96 
course and would like hands on experience 
utilizing the TV facilities. 
We met with the President of Student 
Government, Anna May Wong, who advis-
ed us to write a petition for all the A/V 
students to sign. Mrs. Wong said that she 
would personally take the petition to Presi-
dent Brown, Dean of Academic Affairs, 
Dr. Polowczyk and Dr. King head of the 
Communications Dept. to insure that this 
situation was resolved immediately. There 
was a similar process adhered to by CMV 96 
!;t!Y .'feeh Majors- last -~ester 
When asked to elaborate on State and 
Federal tuition assistance programs, the 
Senator advised students to "do more with 
less" as the "financial structure has op-
timized these programs. Students who can 
afford to pay more money than they are 
currently paying for tuition should do so, 
so that there will be room on these pro-
grams for those who can't." 
However , before we sing the praises of 
the magnanimous Sen. Ruiz , we must first 
decide whether true altruism is behind these 
programs or selfish political fore sight. 
Senator Ruiz eventually maneuvered the 
conversation to the political 'oldie, but 
goodie' : welfare programs, using the same 
trite quotations of hi s predecessors to em-
phasize his ambiguities ("more money is 
spent on welfare bureaucracy than actual 
welfare recipients, " but "there is fraud"). 
In the dubious manner of the stereoty.rical 
politician, Sen. Ruiz remained unswayed in 
his stand to not take a stand on the issues. 
In fact, the only question answered 
directly pertained to the recent sentencing 
of a tenement owner to a jail term ending 
only when repairs are made to hi s building. 
When asked whether or not sentences such 
as this would be a deterrent to landlords 
who would allow their buildings to 
deteriorate to such extremes, Sen . Ruiz im-
mediately championed the landlord' s cause, 
being a self-proclaimed capitalist and 
landlord himself. He pictures most Bronx 
landlords as honest, diligent workers vic-
timized by vindictive tenants who "refuse 
to pay rent, vandalize door buzzers, cover 
freshly painted walls with graffiti, and 
break boilers so the landlord has to spend 
New Year's Eve repairing it." These 
dispicable acts of maliciousness decrease 
profits, justifying, at least in the senator's 
eyes, the lack of luxuries like heat, hot 
water, maintenance, and security, ending in 
abandonment of the building. Next time I 
catch my grandmother spray-painting the 
broken door buzzer in her dilapidate 
building I'll explain this reasoning to her. 
Senator Ruiz' prepared statement were 
well versed and . followed the idealism that 
stems from Washington; his impromptu. 
comments, however, do not show the in-
terest in public service started by our first 
statesman. With this thought in mind, I 
wonder if Sen. Ruiz is the puppeteers of 
these programs . . . or their puppet; and 
realistically, do the people hold the strings, 
or are we being strung along? 
Senator Ruiz is from the 31 st district in 
the bronx. Correspondence may be sent to: 
The Honorable Israel Ruiz, Jr. 
New York State Senate 
Legislative Office Building Rm . 617 
Albany, New York 12247 
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FIVE SPECIAL: 
TRAK'NHARD 
by Craig Williams 
FIVE SPECIAL is a five man singing 
group similar to the Temptations and the 
Dramatics. FIVE SPECIAL does not only 
move well while performing, they sing even 
better and prove it on their album TRAKN. 
One of the best selections on this package 
is YOU CAN DO IT. Here the bass guitar 
and drums give off a strong funk y beat 
which enhances the vocals. 
The lead and background vocal ar-
rangements are excellent, a~ one vocal 
stops, another starts, while the rest of the 
group harmonizes. YOU CAN DO IT, 
flows right into the next out standing cut, 
YOUR BODY HEAT. 
HEAT is similar to YOU CAN' DO IT 
w·ith it' s funk y bass playing and energetic 
vocals. While the group chants " YOUR 
BODY" the synthesizers wail, making a 
sound that is hard to explain , believe me it 's 
very funk y and dancablc . 
Y ct another song that will appeal to a 
wide audience is SPRI:.A D LO VE ALL 
O VI:.R THE WORLD. This is a mellow 
piece and lead singer Br}·an Banks does a 
terrific job. These five men do a very special 
job on TRAK ',f\i. Listen to the album and 





As-a result of several recent court deci-
sions, Hayes and Warren V. Blum, Jamroz 
V. Blum and Markel V. Blum . The Social 
Services Department's treatment of educa-
tional grants, loans and scholarships, for 
the purpose of determing eligibility for an 
amount of cash public assistance, has been 
changed. No educational grants, loans or 
scholarship of any kind will be counted as 
income or resources, and receipt of grants, 
loans or scholarships will not affect 
eligibility or the amount of your assistance. 
This change has been made retroaction to 
August I, 1980. "We will restore benefits to 
those who request them and qualify." said 
their release. 
Therefore 
If you were an applicant for, or recipient 
of Public Assistance on or after August 1st, 
1980, and had your grant reduced or ter-
minated, or application denied because of 
the consideration of an educational grant, 
loan or scholarship, go to your Income 
Maintenance Center and ask your worker 
to review your file, or, if you don't have an 
Student Activities Hosts 
Flection Luncheon 
by Claudia Grant 
On Tuesday, March 30th, The Office of 
Student Activities held a luncheon in the 
G .S.C. Banquet Room to discuss the up-
coming student elections. Present were 
several current student council represen-
tatives, there to encourage student par-
ticipation . 
The key speakers in this discussion were 
Prof. Henry Skinner of the Office of Stu-
dent Activities. Skinner said more people 
should have showed up and that people 
should become more involved in student 
government. The Dean .of Students, Prof. 
active case, contact yo ur local social ser-
vices department in person o r in writing, to 
request a review of your case . 
NT: 2 
A recent court decision, Folsom V. 
Blum, ordered Social Service di strict to 
review cases where an SSI recipient lived in 
the same household with public assi stance 
recipients. some recipients who had an SSSI 
recipient living in their household between 
November 16, 1979 and August 15, 1980 
may have been under paid and may be eligi-
ble to have that under payment reimbursed . 
Therefore 
If you were a recipient of Public 
Assistance and there was an SSI recipient 
living with you during the period between 
November 16, 1979 and August 16, 1980 
you may qualify for additional benefits . If 
so, please contact your Income 
Maintenance Center and ask your workers 
if you qualify for these payments. 
Any Students interested in further infor-
mation concerning this ruling and your 
welfare educational rights : 
Contact: Ms. Annie Rogers or Ms. 
Lillian Barnes 
Michael .Steuerman, felt that students 
should locate issues, take positions on the 
issues, and communicate more effectively 
with each other. He also said that students 
should realize that they can make a dif-
ference. The last keynote speaker at this 
discussion was Mr. Jerry Savage who, 
among other things, is the head of the 3rd 
largest Student Government in the U.S., 
located at Hunter College. A B.C.C. alum-
nus, Mr. Savage said, "The reason for run-
ning for student government is because 
things ain't right and you want to make 
them better!" He went on to say that we 
also have the power to change, help, learn 
and improve, and the place for this power is 
in student government. 
continued on page 11 
